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Brexit talks place
citizens’ rights in limbo

Michel Barnier is leading the Brexit negotiations on behalf of the
Commission and the EU-27. [European Parliament/Flickr]

B

rexit negotiators will face
“extraordinarily complex” talks
over the rights of EU citizens in
the UK and British expats in Europe,
according to sources in Brussels.
Millions of citizens in the UK and
the EU face uncertainty over their
future given Britain’s decision to leave
the EU in a referendum last June.
The UK and the remaining 27 EU
member states are seeking a deal on
citizens’ rights early on in the divorce
talks. Over a million British citizens
work in the EU while some three
million EU citizens are in the UK.
Currently, these citizens enjoy the
right to live, work and study in the EU;
the free movement of citizens is hailed

as one of the four freedoms of the EU.
But British Prime Minister Theresa
May has interpreted the narrow
victory for Leave as a mandate to take
back control of British borders and
introduce limits on immigration from
the EU and elsewhere.
After EU leaders made clear
that access to the single market was
conditional on free movement, May
said the UK would leave the single
market hoping to secure access
through a future free trade agreement.

BARGAINING CHIPS
There are fears that citizens could
become bargaining chips in the
negotiations if an agreement on their

status isn’t reached quickly.
The EU wants “reciprocal” and
legally “enforceable” guarantees for
all EU citizens who find their rights to
live, work and study in Britain, or in
the EU, affected after a cut-off on the
date of withdrawal.
But EU sources said those
rights cannot be taken in isolation,
opening up extraordinarily complex
negotiations
on
other
rules
guaranteeing, for example, access to
social security and health care and
welfare payments, including marriage
provisions and aggregate pensions
built up in other EU countries.
EU citizens also benefit from
Continued on Page 5
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the right to family reunification:
this allows an EU citizen to bring a
dependent from a third country – a
grandmother, for example, – to live
with him or her.
The Commission expects the UK
to grant the right of return for those
who have previously lived in the UK
and for current and future spouses
and dependants to join those already
in the country.
Citizens’ rights would apply, ideally
for life, and also to any children,
according to EU sources. The exact
cut-off date will be finalised during the
negotiations.
EURACTIV
understands
that
one EU red line relates to nondiscrimination between EU citizens:
the UK would not be able to offer one
deal to, for example, French nationals
while proffering a different one to
Bulgarians.

WHO’S WHERE?
European Parliament research
found the total number of EU-27
nationals living in the UK grew from
1.34 million in 1990 to 2.98 million
in 2015, of which 703,050 are Polish,
503,288 Irish and 322,220 German.
The UK’s EU-27 population is
mostly aged between 25 and 34 and
more likely to be involved in lowskilled work. With a benefits bill
more than 40 times lower than their
UK counterparts, EU-27 nationals
contribute more to the UK economy
than they cost it.
The number of UK citizens living in
the EU grew from 661,505 in 1990 to 1.2
million in 2015. The majority (308,821)
live in Spain, followed by Ireland.
UK citizens working in the EU
tend to be employed in highly-skilled
occupations, according to the report.

EARLY REBUFF
Theresa May attempted to strike a
deal on on citizens’ rights in December
last year but those efforts were
stonewalled by the EU-27, led by the
European Commission’s chief Brexit
negotiator Michel Barnier.
The EU-27 stuck to its hardline
stance of no negotiations with Britain
until it had triggered Article 50 – the
legal procedure that would take the
UK out of the EU.
In March, May formally invoked
Article 50; a letter announcing
the decision was hand delivered to
European Council President Donald
Tusk.
The letter kicks off an intense twoyear period of negotiations, which
are certain to be highly unpredictable
and among the most complicated ever
undertaken by the EU.
Among its six pages, May wrote,
“We should always put our citizens
first…and we should aim to strike an
early agreement about their rights.”
48 hours later, Tusk circulated the
draft negotiating guidelines for the
Brexit talks among EU-27 diplomats.
The guidelines will be rubber-stamped
at a special summit of the EU-27 on 29
April.

PHASED NEGOTIATIONS
The former Polish premier set out a
phased negotiation process: the terms
of the divorce would need to be agreed
in principle before the terms of the
future relationship with the UK could
be addressed.
The rights of EU citizens and the
UK’s settlement bill are the two major
parts of the first phase of the planned
negotiations, expected to begin in
June.
Until agreement on the bill and
citizens is reached, there will be no
progress on the future free trade
agreement that May is pushing for.
The refusal to enter into parallel
talks heaps yet more pressure on

5

an already tight timeframe. Barnier
has pinpointed an October 2018
deadline for finalising the Brexit
deal, allowing a mere five months
for national governments and the
European Parliament to ratify the deal.
Successfully doing so would lead to
the UK exiting the EU in March 2019.
If the deal is not finalised by the March
deadline, the UK could crash out of the
EU with no agreement.
EU chiefs have warned that “no
deal” is the worst-case scenario for
both the UK and the EU-27; it could
lead to food shortages, queues at
Dover, and uncertainty over the rights
of citizens, they claim.
“Brexit will have important
human, economic, social, judicial and
political consequences,” Barnier said
in March. “It is worth bearing in mind
that a lack of agreement will have even
more serious repercussions.”
“More than four million British
citizens in the EU and EU citizens
in the UK are confronted with total
uncertainty about their rights and
their future,” he added.

FREE MOVEMENT
TRANSITION
There is growing acceptance in
Brussels and London that a transitional
Brexit deal will be required. Such an
agreement would mean that the UK
would continue to operate under EU
law, according to Brexit negotiating
guidelines.
Theresa May has signalled that
during any transition period, the free
movement of EU citizens to the UK
would continue. New border systems
and the trade deal could be put into
place during this time.
The European Parliament is
pushing for such an extension period
to be limited to three years.

Continued on Page 6
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BREFUGEES
In Belgium, there was surge in
UK citizens applying for Belgian
citizenship after Brexit. More than 100
have been granted it in Brussels.
A British right-wing think tank,
Migration Watch, has claimed that an
extension of the EU’s Blue Card system
to highly-skilled British workers could
encourage them to work in the bloc.
Ironically the UK, which remains
an EU member until Brexit, currently
has an opt-out from the scheme. The
European Commission is hoping to
revive the unsuccessful scheme as part
of their push to open up legal channels
of migration to the bloc.
There have already been recent
newspaper reports of EU citizens
facing difficulties securing permanent
residence in Britain since the
referendum.
The lack of a national identity card
scheme will likely hamper British
efforts to control and enforce future
immigration limits.
EU immigration to Britain has

already fallen since Brexit but the UK
will still need migrant workers after
Brexit, in particular in its National
Health Service.
A report this month by the UK’s
Office of National Statistics found
that “EU migrants” make up 11% of
Britain’s manufacturing workers.
EU workers from outside the UK
tended to work longer hours than the
workforce average, the report said.
Non-UK workers were more likely
to be overqualified for the jobs they
were doing, it added.
The British government has
yet to explain how its post-Brexit
immigration rules will work. Many
of the leading lights of the Brexit
campaign argued for an Australianstyle points-based system.
The government has so far only
said that the new rules will ensure
“the brightest and best” continue to
be attracted to the UK once EU free
movement rules are ditched.
This week’s special report will
focus on what Brexit means for jobs
in the EU in the lead-up to Saturday’s
special summit to finalise the draft
negotiating guidelines.
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Jobs hold fast

in shadow of Brexit… for now

The City of London is the heart of UK’s million strong army of financial
experts. Major banks could move many of their employees to the
continent. [Michael Garnett/Flickr]

B

ritain’s labour market has so far
been resilient but salaries could
fall as a result of increased
competition after the country exits
the EU.
The UK’s decision to leave the EU
after 44 years of membership was
expected to trigger the perfect labour
storm, frightening away companies
and investors and lowering output.
But uncertainty took less of a toll
than expected and Britain has even
succeeded in creating new jobs.
However, this resilience may be
tempered by falling salaries as a result
of increased competition once the
divorce is settled.

The UK’s Labour Force Survey
reported this month that, between
September and November 2016 and in
the three months to February 2017, the
number of people in work increased
and the number of unemployed fell.
The number of people in work
reached 31.84 million from December
2016 to February 2017, 39,000 more
than for September to November
2016 and 312,000 more than the same
period 12 months earlier. Employment
stood at 74.6%, the highest since the
survey began in 1971.
Meanwhile, there were 1.56 million
unemployed, 45,000 fewer than for
September to November 2016 and
141,000 fewer than a year earlier.

John Springford, director of
research at the Centre for European
Reform, explained that the economic
slowdown and job losses have been
less dramatic than predicted, as British
consumers have kept spending on the
back of their savings.
In addition, he noted that Britain’s
labour market has proven to be
“extremely flexible”, pointing to an
unemployment rate that remained
under 8% during the 2007-2008
financial crisis.
The European Commission agrees.
“Although the moderation in GDP
growth may have a lagged impact on
Continued on Page 8
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employment, the effect is expected
to be relatively limited, reflecting
the flexible response of real wages to
weaker demand,” the institution said
in its winter forecast published last
February.
Days before the Commission’s
forecast, the governor of the Bank
of England, Mark Carney, stated that
“growth has remained resilient since
the referendum”. Its robustness led
the central bank to conclude that
the UK economy will be capable of
maintaining the unemployment level
below the 5% threshold at least until
2019, when the formal Brexit talks
should reach their conclusion.

“BREXIT JOURNEY IS JUST
BEGINNING”
Carney’s optimism went beyond
the Commission’s forecast. Brussels
did not improve its unemployment
rate for the UK, as it predicts 5.6% in
2018.
The executive will update its
forecast for the EU member states on
11 May.
But Carney warned that “the Brexit
journey is just beginning”. The future
of jobs in the UK will depend largely
on the future Association Agreement
that London and Brussels will start
negotiating once the divorce terms
have been settled, most likely after this
autumn.
This new relationship will not only
bring the certainty that firms need to
hire and spend, but it will also clarify
how easily UK-based companies will
be able to continue operating on EU
soil.
Currently, some 12% of UK goods
and services are exported to EU
member states, translating into 3.3
million jobs.
The City of London looks set to
suffer the most as a result of the
break-up. Financial players could
lose their passport to do business

freely across the Channel. Law firms
and accounting companies would be
collateral victims.
Almost 1.1 million people worked
in the financial services sector in the
UK in 2015.
The services sector, especially
financial and business services,
today represents 41% of UK exports
compared with 28% in 1997.
Other major exporters, like car
manufacturers and suppliers “could
be forced to retrench if obstacles to
exporting to the EU increase”, said Iain
Begg and Fabian Mushövel from the
London School of Economics.
The automotive industry, together
with the aerospace industry, computer
and electronics, and pharmaceuticals
industries, represents an important
source of GDP growth and job creation
for the UK.

SILVER LINING?
But big manufacturers like Boeing
and Google have expressed their
commitment to creating new jobs in
the UK once it leaves the EU.
There could be also a silver
lining on the cloudy horizon of the
complex divorce. Some industries
could see job growth as they become
more competitive, “either because
a new trade regime raises the costs
of imports or because they can then
avoid regulations that impair their
competitiveness”, said Begg and
Mushövel.
As migration restrictions will be
strengthened, low-paid jobs, such as
plumbers and nannies, could also see
demand for workers rise.
In order to maintain the export
pulse, experts are eyeing the digital
and creative industries as important
drivers.
Unless both sides fail to seal a
deal on the Brexit divorce and a new
relationship, CER’s Springford said
that the job market will remain stable.
While in the short term there could be
some relocation, in particular in the

financial sector, in the long run the
effect will be increased competition.
This will push up production and
wages could be slashed.
In addition, as savings continue to
fall to historic low levels and inflation
rises, Springford also warned that
private consumption would no longer
be the lifeline of the British economy.

FIGHTING FOR NEW JOBS
In Europe, the EU institutions and
national governments have repeated
that while Brexit is bad news for the
UK economy, it will also have adverse
effects on their markets.
But
behind
their
public
lamentations, the EU’s national
governments are fighting tooth and
nail to poach thousands of jobs from
the British Isles.
France, Germany, the Netherlands
and Luxembourg are competing to
attract well-paid bankers and traders.
A total of 89% of the employees
(26,629) of the top five investment
banks (Goldman Sachs, Morgan
Stanley, JP Morgan, Citigroup and
Bank of America Merrill Lynch) are
based in the UK.
Around 40% of top 250 companies
have their headquarters in London,
compared with 8% in Paris, the second
European capital on the list.
Meanwhile, carmarkers could
move their operations in the UK to
countries like Spain, in the case of
Nissan-Renault, or Germany, in the
case of Ford.
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OPINION
DISCLAIMER: All opinions in this column reflect the views of the author(s), not of EURACTIV.com PLC.

‘Hostile Brexit’
would be lose-lose deal for jobs

Professor Iain Begg warns Brexit negotiators
must avoid a lose-lose situation. [Wikimedia]

U

K Prime Minister Theresa May
will seek a strong mandate for
Brexit talks in the upcoming
general election. The onus now falls on
negotiators to ensure that ‘hard’ Brexit
does not become a ‘hostile’ Brexit
that results in mutually damaging job
destruction, writes Iain Begg.
Iain Begg is a professorial research
fellow with the European Institute at
the London School of Economics and
Political Science.

There is no doubt that Brexit will
be disruptive, whether politically,
economically or institutionally. But
a much more open question is what
effect the disruption will have on
economic well-being and, specifically,
on job prospects – the outcomes that
ultimately matter most to citizens.
Much will depend on the nature
of the deals to be struck (and there
are many layers to the forthcoming
negotiations to take into account), not
only between the UK and the EU27,

but also with third countries. There
has also been speculation about how
Brexit will affect regulation of the
labour market and, as a result the
conditions of employment of workers.
Any new trade and investment
regime will create winners and losers
but who will they be and how those
who lose react will be crucial. Some
industries and localities will be
disproportionately affected?
Continued on Page 10
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Will the form Brexit takes be at
odds with the interests of UK workers,
both indigenous and from other EU
member states?
Or will it aim to rebalance the UK
economy away from the dominance
of the City of London in favour of the
‘JAMs’ – those ‘just about managing’
– identified by the new British
government as a favoured target
group?
On the other side of the Channel,
there is evident and understandable
concern about securing fair treatment
for the three million plus EU nationals
working in the UK, as well as their
British counterparts across the EU.
However, there is more at stake
because of the potential consequences
of Brexit for the integrated supply
chains and networks characteristic
of modern production in many key
industrial sectors.
If the free flow of goods, services
and investment is obstructed following
Brexit, it could undermine companies’
business models and inhibit efficient
specialisation in particular segments
of economic activity.
There would, again, be some
winners from such a transformation
but the bigger danger is that economic
activity would move away from
Europe as a whole because of reduced
competitiveness, with a net loss of jobs.
Similar concerns arise in relation
to financial services. Some leading

banks and insurers based in the UK
have indicated that they will have to
relocate some jobs away from London
to other EU financial centres to
maintain a foothold inside the EU and
especially the eurozone.
But what London loses will not
necessary be to the advantage of
Frankfurt, Paris, Amsterdam, Milan or
even Warsaw. Instead, some jobs will
be relocated across the Atlantic or to
Asian financial centres.
Such a lose-lose outcome is one the
Brexit negotiators will have to be wary
of when talking tough.
During the referendum campaign
last spring and in the immediate
aftermath of the result, the main
focus of attention was on if the UK
would seek a post-Brexit relationship
with the EU similar to the European
Economic Area countries, or revert to
a more distant relationship.
The former, usually described as
the ‘Norway model’, would largely
maintain UK membership of the
single market and came to be known
as ‘soft’ Brexit’, but already seems to
have been ruled-out because the May
government has chosen to interpret
the referendum result as requiring
restriction on the access of EU workers
to the UK labour market.
The inexorable logic of curbs on
one of the four defining freedoms
of the single market and insisting
on ending the jurisdiction of the
European Court of Justice over UK
affairs has led the UK authorities to

exclude future membership of the
single market.
In parallel, the UK has reached the
conclusion that it cannot continue
to be part of the EU customs union,
because it would not then be able to
negotiate new bilateral trade deals
with other countries.
The bold, if not entirely surprising
decision by Theresa May to call a snap
election is being portrayed as about
what kind of Brexit will occur. The
UK has also hinted that if it is not able
to secure a satisfactory deal, it will
consider shifting to a new low-tax,
light-regulation economic model à la
Hong Kong or Singapore.
There is no mandate from the
referendum result for such a move,
nor is the UK general election likely
to deliver one, rendering it a rather
empty threat. It would, in any case, be
a mistake, to regard the forthcoming
election as exclusively about what sort
of Brexit emerges, even if Europe is a
more salient issue than is customary.
UK elections always turn, above all,
on the National Health Service, the
economy and the competence of the
party leaders.
A Brexit involving a greater degree
of separation of the UK from the EU
than many on both sides would like
now seems unavoidable.
The onus now will be on the
negotiators to ensure that ‘hard’ does
not become ‘hostile’ Brexit in a way
that results in mutually damaging job
destruction.
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The United Kingdom is leaving the
European Union. But how did it get to
this stage? And what happens next?
As the negotiations fast approach,
familiarise yourself with the allimportant dates and events.
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Britain could lose 4,000
Deutsche Bank jobs over Brexit

D

eutsche Bank could move up to
4,000 jobs away from Britain,
the
group’s
compliance
chief said Wednesday (26 April), as
Germany’s largest lender struggles to
work out the consequences of Brexit.
“For front office people who want
to deal with a European Union client,
you need to be based in continental
Europe,” Deutsche Bank chief
regulatory officer Sylvie Matherat told
a Frankfurt banking conference.
That requirement could see some
2,000 of Deutsche’s 9,000 posts in the
UK moved.
Deutsche would also have to book
all trades for clients based on the
continent in the EU, meaning moving
large parts of its IT capacity to its
home base in the German financial
centre Frankfurt.
“Then local supervisors say, you
must have your risk management here.
That means another 2,000 people,
other IT capabilities,” Matherat went
on.
UK-based banks and other financial
firms face losing “passporting” rights
to sell services to clients on the
continent once Britain definitively
quits the EU in March 2019.
German
business
daily
Handelsblatt reported in January that
US bank Goldman Sachs will move
1,000 staff from London to Frankfurt
as part of a post-Brexit reorganisation
that will see its City headcount cut by
half.
Draft EU negotiating guidelines
seen by AFP recommend that Britain’s
heavyweight finance industry not

Deutsche Bank CEO John Cryan leaves during the annual press
conference in Frankfurt. Germany, 02 February. Deutsche Bank
reported a net loss of 1.9 billion euro for the Q4 of 2016 plus the
second consecutive loss for a full year. [Torsten Silz/EPA]

necessarily be tied to any future trade
deal with the EU, and that it must also
stick to the bloc’s rules if it wants easy
access to EU markets.
Talks between the two sides
are not set to begin until after a UK
general election slated for 8 June, at
which Prime Minister Theresa May
is expected to be returned with an
increased majority.
But financial firms “need clarity,
the sooner the better,” Matherat said
on Wednesday.
Many banks are now looking to
cities in the eurozone, where setting
up a European presence supervised
by the European Central Bank – or
extending an existing one – will let
them dodge the Brexit bullet.
Earlier this month, the ECB urged
lenders to get their applications for a
continental banking licence in early if
they do decide to move, warning that

bids will be dealt with on a first-come,
first-served basis.
Around 40 international banks
already have a eurozone presence run
from London, while others simply sell
their services to European clients from
the British financial hub.
But the ECB reiterated that it will
not accept so-called letterbox firms
in Frankfurt, Paris or Dublin run by
remote control from London.
“The requirements for a wellfunctioning bank must be in place
before an institution takes up any
banking activities in the euro area,”
it insisted in a “frequently asked
questions” document.
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Watson:

There can only be ‘losers’
from Brexit

Graham Watson, the outgoing president of ALDE. [European Parliament]

T

he upcoming UK elections
are unlikely to deliver enough
certainty about what life will
look like post-Brexit, said the former
MEP and ALDE leader in an interview
with euractiv.com, adding that no
winners will emerge from the process.
Sir Graham Watson was an MEP for
twenty years, ten of which he chaired the
European Parliament’s Justice and Home
Affairs Committee and led its Liberal
Democratic group. He subsequently

presided over ALDE (2011-15) and is now
a member of the European Economic and
Social Committee.
Watson spoke with EURACTIV’s
Editor-in-Chief, Daniela Vincenti.
What are your fears and hopes for this
two-year period of negotiations?
My fear is that the deep divisions
in the Conservative Party will be no
more easily manageable for Theresa

May than they have been for any of
her recent predecessors. Even with
her ‘own’ electoral mandate – which
might buy her a brief honeymoon
period after 8 June – the argument will
keep coming back. And if the prime
minister is not able to get her policies
through parliament, negotiations
with the 27 will be almost impossible.
My only hope is that something
goes wrong and she loses the election
Continued on Page 14
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because the public decides that Brexit
was a mistake, allowing a new (Liberal
Democrat?) prime minister to reverse
the whole Article 50 process. But this
scenario seems hugely far-fetched.
In the current circumstances, what
kind of trade regime should we hope
for?
The Norway model seems the best
achievable in the time frame and the
most obvious.
The direct effect of Brexit on public
finances would be to save on its current
payments into EU budget. But any
savings from direct contribution could
be erased if Brexit results in a GDP loss
by leaving the single market. Many
will also suffer by losing EU grants and
regional funding. Who is likely to gain
or lose overall from Brexit?
There can only be losers from
Brexit, financially and otherwise. My
guess is that the UK will lose more than
the 27. And it seems highly unlikely
that Theresa May will find another
£350 million a week for the NHS.
With over 2 million EU workers
already in the country, any substantial
reduction in that number could have
negative effects (skill gaps, wages).
What does Brexit mean for the UK
workforce?
The UK’s economic competitiveness
depends to a considerable extent on a
supply of relatively cheap immigrant
labour. Particularly in agriculture,
health and care for the elderly. Without
foreign workers, for example, our
slaughterhouses would close down. It
seems to me unlikely that those who
voted to leave will appreciate being
told to become vegetarian.

The UK is often seen internationally as
a gateway to Europe, due to factors such
as its language, its pool of international
talent and its lower market regulation
compared to other EU members. Would
it remain like that?
Some of these advantages will
remain. And not all change will come
overnight. But in the medium to
longer term, one might expect that
London will lose out to other European
financial centres.
Excessive ‘red tape’ is often seen as a
disadvantage of EU membership. But
EU law underpins many of the key
rights that protect workers, such as
anti-discrimination legislation and
maternity and paternity leave. Could
Brexit alter this for UK employees?
The prime minister has said she
will write into law ‘lock, stock and
barrel’ existing EU law. And even if,
over time, UK governments were to
try to dilute workers’ rights in a search
for competitive advantage, its trading
partners could be expected to have
something to say. ‘Red tape’ will always
be railed against by businesspeople
and politicians. But it will always be
with us.
EU workers are already leaving as a
result of Brexit (a record number of
nurses from the EU are quitting the
NHS). Has Theresa May failed to
reassure EU workers living in the UK?
She has clearly failed to quell
people’s fears.
Do you think the upcoming elections
could reassure EU workers in the UK?
There is unlikely to be enough
certainty about what life will look
like post-Brexit to reassure everybody.
Indeed, one of Brexit’s biggest
drawbacks is the uncertainty which
will reign for a long time.

EU workers are hired at lower wages
sometimes than UK workers. Will there
be an increase in wages?
Consumer price inflation is already
being felt in the UK, as a result of
Brexit. The addition of wage price
inflation would hit living standards
further.
How can UK employers best prepare for
Brexit’s impact on their EU workforce?
Increased mechanisation, the
movement of production outside the
UK, greater emphasis on training
unskilled UK workers – all these can
help. But all involve disruption and
probably higher costs.
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Public sector jobs fail

to escape Brexit uncertainty

The UK’s National Health Service stands to take a hit caused by Brexit.
[John Gomez/ Shutterstock]

P

ublic sector jobs in the United
Kingdom and in the EU itself
are far from safe from the
uncertainty generated by Brexit. UK
public services are already suffering
and British civil servants could be put
out to pasture by Brussels.
The UK’s National Health Service
(NHS) is emblematic of the challenges
faced by Britain’s public sector as it
tries to adapt to life after Brexit.
Some 60,000 EU nationals make
up around 5% of all NHS staff. They
account for 10% of all registered
doctors and 4% of nurses, as well as
performing thousands of support jobs.
But up to two-thirds are worried
about their careers in the UK once the
country leaves the EU and some 42%
told the British Medical Association

(BMA) in a recent survey that they
are already thinking of leaving the
country.
According to recent figures, 17,197
EU nationals quit the NHS in 2016, a
30% increase on the previous year.
Some NHS trusts have reported yearon-year increases of up to 100%.
The BMA blames the government’s
refusal to offer guarantees on the
future status of EU citizens, for fear this
will weaken its hand in negotiations
with Brussels. Other reasons cited by
staff include the weaker pound and
an atmosphere that is more hostile to
foreigners.
According to data from the UK’s
Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC),
the number of EU-trained nurses
registering in the UK for the first time
fell steadily throughout 2016. Over

the four months from September to
December last year, new inscriptions
numbered just 204, four times fewer
than in the same period a year earlier.

COVERING THE
SHORTFALL
Meanwhile, the number of nurses
being trained in the UK has also been
falling in recent years, as part of the
government’s public spending cuts.
But the Royal College of Nursing
estimates that around 24,000 nursing
jobs are currently unfilled in the NHS,
leaving hospitals to make up the
shortfall with expensive agency staff
and foreign recruitment drives.
As for doctors, around 6,000
Continued on Page 16
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graduate in the UK each year, costing
the treasury £220,000 (€260,000)
each. The full cost of training a GP
is closer to half a million pounds
(€590,000).
The bill for training the EU
nationals who work in the NHS is
picked up, naturally, by the country
that trains them. So as the UK becomes
a less attractive destination for foreign
workers, these are costs it will have to
shoulder itself.

FUTURE OF EU AGENCIES
Besides its effect on public
services, Brexit will cause the UK
to lose influence over financial and
pharmaceutical regulation, as it
forfeits the right to host the EU’s
regulatory bodies.
The European Medicines Agency
(EMA), which is responsible for the
safety and quality of all medicines on
the market in the EU, employs around
900 staff in Britain and has a budget of
more than €322 million for 2017.
The much smaller but equally
powerful European Banking Authority

(EBA) was established at the height
of the financial crisis in 2011 to
“safeguard the integrity, efficiency and
orderly functioning of the EU banking
sector”. It has around 160 employees
in the City of London.
Britain has said it will fight to keep
the agencies during the divorce talks.
But European Commission spokesman
Margaritis Schinas told reporters on
19 April that the relocation of the
agencies was “not part of the Brexit
negotiations but rather a consequence
of Brexit”.
“The United Kingdom is leaving
the European Union and it will have
no say in the location of EU agencies,”
he added.

BRUSSELS BUBBLE BRITS
The upcoming negotiations will
determine what happens to British
EU officials already employed by the
institutions.
The Commission counts over 1,000
Brits among its ranks, some 3.4% of
the total staff, and there are hundreds
more on the payroll of the Council,
Parliament and in other authorities.
The vast majority of these work in

the institutions’ headquarters in
Brussels but the European Parliament
and Commission each have small
representations in the UK.
“Nobody knows for sure but we
assume our UK offices will close,” a
Parliament source told euractiv.com.
The Parliament employs 15 people in
the UK and the Commission, 54.
“But there are two issues here,”
the source added. “One is the closure
of the offices and the other is the
potential loss of jobs. Not all of the
people that work in our UK offices
are British citizens, so they can easily
be relocated. No-one knows what will
happen but the feeling is that jobs are
not at risk.”
In the aftermath of the referendum,
the presidents of the two institutions,
Jean-Claude Juncker and Martin
Schulz, offered assurances that the
EU’s British civil servants would be
retained after Brexit.
EU
sources
have
revealed
that British officials from all the
institutions have been attempting to
secure a second citizenship, just to be
sure.
Continued on Page 17
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Those staff could take small
comfort from the fact that several
Norwegian and Icelandic officials
are also employed by the EU after
they were hired to help their home
countries prepare to join the bloc.
Norway and Iceland’s membership
bids ultimately petered out in 1994 and
2015, respectively.
Rank-and-file officials could stay
on after Brexit but it is likely that
higher ranking members in political
roles will be “retired in the interests
of the service” under Article 50 of the
EU’s staff regulations.
Those rules stipulate that officials
can be retired at the discretion of the
appointing authority and subsequently
receive a large percentage of their
basic salary as a pension.

EU STAFF OF THE FUTURE
The EU’s competitive recruitment
process is also changing. Currently,
the rules of the European Personnel
Selection Office (EPSO) are clear that
potential recruits must be a “citizen of a
member state of the European Union”.

By April 2019, British citizens will not
fulfil that all-important requirement.
The role of English in the
recruitment process is already
shifting. Previously, candidates would
have to nominate one of the working
languages of the EU (English, French
or German) as their second language.
EPSO would then assess them in that
language.
But
following
court
cases
brought by the Italian and Spanish
governments, which saw EPSO
cancel some of its administrator
competitions, the recruitment office
is now offering candidates the chance
to pick whatever language they want
from the list of 24 official languages.

INSTITUTIONAL ENGLISH
The UK’s vote to leave immediately
raised the question about English’s
status as an official language of the
European Union, as well as its position
among one of the bloc’s three working
languages.
In June 2016, shortly after the
UK voted to leave, the European
Commission’s
representation
in
Ireland dismissed a claim by a Polish

MEP that English would no longer be
an official language of the EU.
The authority pointed out that
changes to the bloc’s language regime
require a unanimous Council decision.
This is unlikely to happen for a
number of reasons. Firstly, while
Ireland itself may nominate Irish as its
official language, English is far more
widely spoken. Secondly, English is
also an official language of Malta.
English has also become the de
facto lingua franca of the European
Union ever since the ‘big enlargement’
of 2004 when 10 countries joined the
bloc. Most of those new member states
speak English as a second tongue.
Removing English as either an
official or a working language would
be unfeasible, as English now acts as
a natural relay language between the
Union’s diverse linguistic branches.
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